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Why am I a Theme based collector?

Few of us have just one philatelic collection or type of collection

Collecting or exhibiting of one philatelic Class e.g. Traditional, is NOT 
mutually exclusive of collecting another e.g. Thematic

There are challenges to all forms of collecting and exhibiting

There is no hierarchy of collection or exhibiting classes.
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Why am I a Theme based collector (2)?

I could mention the challenge of searching for 
and finding new material

or learning new things about my subject

or improving my philatelic knowledge

or meeting fellow philatelists

But all this comes down to
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HAVING

FUN
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What is Theme collecting?

The collection of philatelic items on a particular subject

that are all related to, or are associated with, that subject.
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What Philatelic items can I collect?

The quick answer is you can collect ANY Philatelic items you want!

And there are lots of them.

For instance:

Stamps, proofs, other pre-issue material, cancels, air letters, Airgraphs, 
V-Mail, booklets, postcards, postal stationery, telegrams.
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What subject can I collect?

For instance:

Parrots

You can collect ANY subject:
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What subject can I collect (2)?

or: Cats or                Ships
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What subject can I collect (3)?
ANY topic!
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What subject should I collect?

Many of the best Theme collections are put together by 
people with a connection to their chosen subject.

Theme collections can take years to put together so they need 
to be interesting to the collector.
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What does ‘related to or associated with’ mean?

As an example if you take the subject of parachutes, any 
philatelic item that depicts a parachute is related to the subject

A philatelic item that depicts something that is connected to the 
subject of parachuting is associated with the subject e.g. aircraft 
that are typically used for parachuting
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Where can I find Theme based material?

The easy and quick answer is anywhere!

Look at other exhibits, and not just Theme or even 
Philatelic based ones

eBay and Delcampe and other web based auction 
houses 

Auction catalogues  or  Philatelic books

BTA or Colnect website
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Development of your Theme

Research into your Theme will 
throw up new connections

Associated items are as important 
as related ones

Read widely
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So what is the link between Theme collecting and 
Topical, Thematic or Open Philately collecting?

Simply put:

Theme minus associated material = Topical 

Theme plus a story = Thematic

Theme plus a story plus non-philatelic material = Open Philately

BUT …………………….
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So what is the link between Theme collecting and 
Topical, Thematic or Open Philately collecting (2)?

The above terms only matter if you wish to exhibit

If you collect or give displays to groups then you can call your 
collection whatever you want!
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So what is the link between Theme collecting and 
Topical, Thematic or Open Philately collecting (3)?

I should make it clear I do NOT see this as a sequence.

I do not expect collectors to start with Topical and 
‘work-their-way-up’ to Open Philately. All three 
disciplines stand on their own.
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Some examples of Theme collecting
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Some examples of Theme collecting (2)
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Some examples of Theme collecting (3)
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Can I collect Postcards on a Theme?

Of course you can!

The next collection only uses postcards in its story 
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An example of a postcard collection on a Theme
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The story

No subject is discrete    

Whatever you collect sits within a wider context

The story can be fictional

Know what the scope of your collection is 
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The story (2)  - the basics

Like all good stories it must have a 
beginning, middle and end

It must have a structure
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The story (3)  - the basics

Stories can be done on 1-page, 1-frame or more

Some stories do not fit 1-frame

Some stories do not fit 5-frames

So make sure the story fits the frame
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Exhibiting Theme Collections

In the UK there are three relevant classes:

- Thematic

- Open Philately, and

- Postcards

For details of the rules for each class please see the FIP 
website at:  https://www.f-i-p.ch/regulations/
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Theme Exhibiting - judging

Judging will always be done to a set standard

Judges are human!
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Thematic Exhibiting – some key points

Read the rules 

The story is the key element

The story will need a title

The exhibit should use a wide variety of philatelic items

- from as many countries as possible

- in as many eras as possible
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Thematic Exhibiting (2) – some key points

The Scope of the exhibit will need to be well defined

The exhibit will need a Plan showing its structure

The exhibit will need to be well Presented

Try and incorporate early material if possible
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A page from a Thematic exhibit
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Open Philatelic Exhibiting – some key points

All of the above-mentioned Thematic points

A good mixture of non-philatelic items that 
support the story

Where possible some ‘technical’ 
information on the non-philatelic items

The non-philatelic items to be no more than 
50% of the exhibit
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A page from an Open Philately 1-frame exhibit
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Postcard Exhibiting – some key points

All of the above-mentioned Thematic points (apart 
from a wide range of philatelic material!)

A3 sheets give more design opportunities than A4

Give some technical information about the 
postcard e.g. artist/photographer, printer or 
method of printing
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A page from a Postcard exhibit
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In Conclusion

This has been a quick jog through Theme based collecting

It is a huge topic that many have written books about

I hope you have found this summary useful

And don’t forget:
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HAVE

FUN
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Fédération Internationale de Philatélie definition 
of Thematic philately

Thematic philately is collecting stamps and other philatelic 
items that illustrate a theme: birds, soccer, history, art, way of 
life, trees, etc. The term "theme" has a dynamic meaning 
implying the personal elaboration by the collector, who 
develops a full story around it. 
(http://www.fipthematicphilately.org/)
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